from the editor’s desk
Hi Everyone. This edition of NA
Today will probably be my final one
as Editor. The region is rolling over
positions as per the policy of rotation, so I would like to take this
moment to thank you all for the
opportunity you gave me to serve
our community through working on
our magazine. It has been a great
pleasure.
It was initially intended that this particular edition would have a theme
of ‘travelling in recovery’. Nobody
sent in articles pertaining to this
topic however, so we have ended
up with an eclectic range of articles
that have been of a high quality,
contributed from all over Australia.
One of the new additions to this
magazine is the FSO’s catalogue
page which is found on the inside of
the back cover.
Plus we have covered some controversial
topics
such
as
“methadone and sharing’ - a

bulletin from the world board, a
story about the use of steroids and
another article that questions our
notion of the disease. Overall this
edition is filled with intelligent stories and motivated discussion, as
you would hope from a regional
magazine.
If any individuals have an interest in
contributing to the magazine, to be
on the committee or write articles,
contact us by...
email
rsc_natodayworks_chair@yahoo.com
or post to
1st Floor, 204 King Street Newtown
NSW Australia 2042

As I said before, thank you very
much for the opportunity.
YILS
Rosie

NA Today has been published for twenty three years. It is a free publication. NA Today presents the experiences and
opinons of individual members of Narcotics Anonymous. The opinions expressed herein should not be attributed to
NA as a whole, nor does the publication of any article imply endorsement by NA or the NA Today Magazine.
Permission to reprint from this publication is granted to all other service boards and committees of the fellowship of
NA providing they cite the source.
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great gifts

they say "feelings aren't facts" but I
think that's more to do with the newcomer and overcoming compulsions.
I think there are two lives we live. The
outer life, which doesn't really change
from day to day. We wake up, go to the
bathroom, shower, eat breakfast, go to
work, etc. In some ways, every day
plays out much the same, but inside,
the way we feel can be a turbulent sea
of drama, fear, turmoil or joy. When
someone asks me how I am going, I
almost always respond on that level.
Whether my life seems good or not
depends on how I feel and lately that is
not good at all. So back to the point,
what do I do with all that pain?

I have been in a lot of emotional pain
over the last few months. A broken
heart compounded by a couple of
deeply hurtful incidents led me to a
very dark place. It is one of the issues
in recovery that I hear about again and
again but rarely do people communicate clearly what they do with that pain.
I know people talk about secondary
addictions, which I don't really agree
with the idea of, but I do think lots of
members deal with this pain through
various means. Pokies, sex, food,
money, TV, just tuning out, whatever
your particular gig is, I'm not sure we
are very good at feeling this pain rather
than avoiding it.

This is my answer. It depends on the
cause of the pain. If I don't know the
cause, I let it wash over me. I do not
resist it. I lie down quietly and feel it.
For every feeling resisted I think it
grows and gets worse, sometimes it
can become a monster. But I think that
two of the great gifts we have been
given are tears and talking. To cry the
dark cloud out till the sky turns blue,
even if that takes years, and to talk with
people who love us, to sahre our pain,
even when we are at our worst. To
accept ourselves for our upset,
express it and if you can, share it with
another.

The answer I have come up with for
myself is threefold and none of the
folds are necessarily easy, but who
said recovery was supposed to be.
Don't get me wrong, I don't care or
judge if people are doing all those
other things, pokies, sex, food, money
etc, we all live in differing measures
however we have to, to stay clean and
enjoy life. And for me it is an important
quality, not to judge. I don't think it is
possible to FEEL all the time anyway. I
know I can't handle it, I've tried. And
that's what I'm talking about. Trying to
feel! The very thing I avoided for my
whole using, the very thing that makes
life real. Feelings are facts in my opinion. Sometimes they are the only facts.
I know what people are saying when

My upset, though triggered in the present, has a pipe and pump that goes all
the way down into my childhood, and
without allowing these emotions, I cannot dredge the cellar of my soul, which
I genuinely want to do. When I am
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rejected or hurt or betrayed in some
way, I experience a very particular pain
that seems disproportionate to the situation, perhaps because the pain I
packed away, during my childhood and
using is still there, archived in the
treasure chest of memory and ready to
be reopened. I couldn't handle it at the
time, but maybe I can now, because I
have some time up and I am safe in the
program, I can lie down and take it like
a umm ahh … man? I am not afraid to
feel.

whatever reason, the person isn't there
or they are not willing, or a host of other
possibilities, but to dredge the soul by
feeling - and to try to understand the
cause of the pain and repair it, is, I
believe, a major part of our spiritual
path. A set of chemical free solutions to
these experiences, not easy, but rich
and rewarding - I am not afraid of what
feelings may come.

Here is the third fold of my solution. I
think pain can be seen as an indicator
that something is wrong, a signpost
that directs us to that which needs to
be resolved. Many times I have had
dramas with people or resentments or I
have done things wrong which I need
to apologise for. I think this is one of
the other great gifts of recovery - the
ability to sincerely say sorry, whether
we are hearing it or saying it, it can
have great impact and make a huge
difference. It can be the difference
between the end of a friendship or not.
It can remove severe pain in the blink
of an eye. The sincere apology is an
emotional connector that brings people
back together. Step 10 is supremely
important to our ongoing sense of
humility. Other times, there are complex human situations that arise, especially in small communities like NA,
where the only resolution is to choose
the least worst option, but still we have
a choice in how we act and deal with
the feelings of it.
Sometimes things can't be resolved for
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work in
progress

aged to erase with a concoction of illicit substances taken over a prolonged
period of time. Words, once travelled
down the ear canal, do not make a
return trip. They are not travelling on
holiday visas, with tiny velcroed sandals on their little serifs. They are emigrants, huddled together in their masses, striking out for a brave new world.
They move in with the extended family
and form little ghettos of knowledge
and knowing. No one, regardless of
their clean time, spiritual enlightenment
or personal evolvement, likes to know
that somewhere, someone is saying
mean things about them. I believe this,
and if I doubted it before, then the
crestfallen look on my friends face, and
the question "do you think that too?"
asked several times over the course of
the conversation, completely rid me of
that doubt.

The other day I made a horrible mistake. I made it unwittingly and without
malicious intent, but I still made it. I
relayed a piece of gossip to a friend, a
piece of gossip that had them as the
central figure and held them in a most
unflattering light. My friend, suffering
from one of the most human of weaknesses, curiosity, did what so many of
us have done before when asked the
question "do you really want to know"
she lifted her chin, lied and said "yes".
I should never have fallen for it.
The problem is, we are so bound by
our desire to alleviate our own curiosity that we will invite in, and by invite I
mean hold open the door, beckon,
wave and smile broadly, all while
straightening the welcome mat with the
tip of our shoe, all manner of mean
spirited, petty jibe. Curiosity is like a
strange tickle, an itching that starts
deep in the base of the mind, beyond
fingers reach, a hot patch that
demands attention. Like a sneeze
building in the nose, all we can feel is
the pressure of not knowing, all we can
register is the un-answer seeking to
expand its confines, until we atishoo
out the words "no really, just tell me".
And then we know.

This is where I find my resolve. In that
moment when I see sadness on my
friends face and hear hurt in her voice.
This is where I find the internal fortitude
and resolute conviction to commit to no
longer being a conduit. The point at
which I decide that I will never again
act as a channel for gossip, I will
become a bricked in doorway, a vast
uncrossable moat, a ring of fire, a vigilant sentinel determined to keep malicious, prejudicial unfounded gossip
from making it over the wall. I will do
this for them, those I love, and I will do
this for me, the one I am trying to love.
And in this, most simple of acts that it
is, I will remember that those I cherish
are worth more, that I cherish them for
intensely personal reasons, reasons

And now, there is no undoing.
Information cannot be extracted or
erased from the brain, except of course
for high school maths, which I man-
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that transcend the silly whisperings of
a faceless few and I will remember that
my hunger for esteem can be fed in
small mouthfuls of esteem able acts.
Finally, I will remember, that if nurtured
and kept safe, the love that I feel for
them and from them can eventually
wash away the lingering residue of my
petty, jealous nature that offers them
the information in the first place.

pain. I don't mean (what you refer to
as) those candy ass gratitude lists. I'm
talking here about that heartbreaking
stuff that can only flow when everything
past life-support stops working. You
know - when the sex don't work, when
the gambling is out of control, the
anger and resentment is toxic and you
can't roll a Whiteox or scoff chocolate
fast enough to head off the feelings.
Maybe you don't know about this yet . .

Chandler. N

Anyway the kind of writing that's called
for in these situations is the kind that
gets the job done. The kind that can
give relief. The kind that is totally wild.
Nothing less will really do. There are
no rules with this stuff either - just
breakout honesty and denial disintegration. Writing like this typically doesn't have much structure, at least nothing that doesn't come naturally.
Introductions, topic sentences, conclusions and literary shit just don't have
any place in writing like this. Forget
those primary school 'what I did in my
holiday' essay templates. Just write.

an email
to a sponsee

With NA writing we can't worry too
much about anyone reading it or even
project into sharing it. Considerations
like these encourage writers block and
dumb editing. I know you are very
unique and style is everything - but just
get the stuff out. Content not form is
the way to go. Any writing you do that
starts like 'Catcher in the Rye' is probably less than honest. Take it from me.
My first crack at a 4th step was modelled on the opening scene in Robert
Towne's Chinatown. Needless to say it
was one of several false starts.

Tradition 13: NA-related discourses
ought never be organised.
Thanks for your last email mate. I particularly note your questions about writing and sharing the NA way. To the
best of my knowledge there is no
approved literature on how to do it, but
let me get on my soap box.
Let's face it; as far as writing goes no
one does much of it unless they are in
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That's all I have to say about the
organisation of recovery-related writing. Want more? Write to me.

dies and I have decided there are three
basic categories of sharing that even
the most distracted listeners among us
can identify.

As for sharing . . . You ask whether
shares should be planned or
unplanned. I reckon yes and no, mostly no. Plan a rockstar share and you
won't hear anything else in the meeting
and chances are you'll mess up anyway. Distracted waffling can be AOK at
times. Boring to listen to, but probably
essential. Personally, I like to pause
and handover if I'm asked to share takes the pressure off a bit and things
generally seem to go ok. Give it a go.
That being said, there are probably
times when it's best to put a little
thought into a share. Such times
include PI presentations and opening
meetings at World Conventions - neither of these are everyday activities for
you quite yet so don't worry too much.
Most of the time winging it will do very
nicely.

The ID share is the classic. It's the
Hospital and Institution default, the traditional and probably still the best. It
distinguishes itself by containing elements of experience strength and
hope. These shares are amazing when
they are sincere and honest. But be
warned, although everyone should
have a story, addicts are very good at
sniffing out fabrication. Don't exaggerate too much. I still cringe with codependent embarrassment for the guy
who thought a creative rave about drug
connections with mafia, triad, CIA and
military networks was plausible. It actually sort of worked till he started mixing
the Golden triangle up with the
Bermuda triangle. Keep it real sport, if
you
were
on
methadone
in
Wollongong, leave it at that. It's story
enough.

I think sharing is an under analysed
speech act if you ask me. Perhaps one
of those mature students that always
seem to be sharing about their 'latest
uni assignment' could do a little
research into the whole deal. Be more
interesting than listening to yet another
scrambled 40 minute précis of 'An
introduction to Marxism'. You gotta love
a space cadet with a microphone.

The In Pain share is gutsy. This one is
a meeting staple and usually means
the person sharing is in the middle of
some sort of growth spurt. Loss of life,
job or spouse are common themes.
Special interest meetings are often full
of these sorts of disclosures. They are
powerful moments and often feature
sobbing and tears all round. If you are
sharing or listening and find yourself
misting up - go with it, you are in the
right place. However, a share if this
type can turn into a big fat whinge. If
you find yourself whining perhaps
swing the direction of your share

Actually although I'm unaware of any
real investigation into the topic of sharing let me confess I've done a little
thinking about this matter. In fact after
drinking thousands of coffees, my bud-
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towards a little gratitude. Might even
be a chance to turn the corner a bit with
whatever you are bitching about.
Speaking of gratitude . . . .

Better leave it there mate, I feel like I'm
in the middle of a rave myself. The bottom line with most things in NA, is just
hand over and see how it goes. It's
guaranteed to be a whole lot better
than the alternative.

The Gratitude share.is a joy. These
shares are great to hear and can uplift
both sharer and share-ee (this is a new
NA word I just invented). I love to hear
these kind of raves. Typically the sharer has had a win as a result of letting
go or working the steps or facing their
fear or sometimes just realising they
are in fact pretty damn lucky despite all
their whinging (see the In Pain share).
Pay the respect - these people are
doing it. Sometimes it can all sound a
bit Pollyana. Don't be too cynical mate
- if it's real for the person speaking,
then its as real as real can be.

YIS
Mark C

There are other types of shares of
course. Many of them are hybrid combinations of the three I've mentioned.
But then there are others. Take for
instance, the weird self absorbed
share. You know - the really whacky
kind. You would have heard one or two
by now. Often it goes like this: The
floor is opened and immediately the
character that spends every meeting
mucking around in the kitchen or
smoking outside appears and then
jumps in for a totally self obsessed 50
minute rant full of ums, ahs and meaningful silences. The share is usually so
out there that it only becomes comprehensible long enough for traditions to
be broken and the names of other fellowships and institutions to be mentioned. Try not to share like this pal. It's
a bad look.

we keep
what we
have by
giving it
away
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what price
freedom?

cence, grabbed her purse and pulled.
He did not expect what happened next.
She held on, tugging back with frail
might. He yanked and pulled and as
they struggled in that surreal moment,
she screeched, like a banshee, a
sound that attracted the attention of
every citizen for about 200 metres.

...snippet from a fourth step...
He and his friend prowled the shopping
centre like hungry wolves, as they had
a hundred times before. Bellies full of
mogadons, but hanging out bad. They
were emaciated, had not eaten properly for months, given up on any semblance of normality years before.

Three men sprinted at them. The fear
in him rose to fever pitch, one final
yank, he tore the purse and ran - at full
pace across the car park. A four wheel
drive now, with an angry man, drove
directly at him, accelerator flat to the
floor trying to run him down. People
everywhere watched the spectacle
except his friend who had fled the
scene simultaneous to the screeching.

Both felt what was coming. There were
the regular rorts, other times the borrowings and not paying backs, or the
selling of fake drugs, and the potential
bashings these may bring, but today
was different, they both knew it. A certain desperation had crept into their
wanderings and conversations as they
did from time to time.

He sprang across some small shrubs
to elude the car, crossed another road
and jumped a random fence in one
swift leap.

At this precise moment, an old lady
with an empty trolley and a look of
complete vulnerability turned the corner, heading to her car. A handbag limp
on her forearm dangled enticingly.

Unfortunately for him, the fence was
boundary to a building site that was 6
or 7 metres deep. He fell heavily onto
his ankle, still clutching the purse, tumbling into wet mud, trying to drag himself away from the faces that would be
peering over the fence any minute. In
his stupor of fear and desperation he
managed to get back on his feet, limping his way out of the building site on to
the other side of the road and crawl
under some bushes, going to ground.

He didn't think - he rose, with the
vigour of a man possessed; walked
directly at her with practiced inno-

Distant sirens became the sound of a
community's determination to keep
order. Their anger swept the surround-

"We need some money man" he said
almost crying.
"What are we gunna do? Why don't we
just go and take some off someone?"
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ing area with cars and people.
"We think he got away"

Tired of being told like it is?
Still looking for an easier softer way?
Had enough old time tested direction?

"Are you sure?"
"We don't know. We think so!"

then you’re ready for...

Descriptions were given of people and
events and the young police who left
the scene, dutifully typed it up back at
the station, but never thought of it
again.

Rent-A
A-SSponsor
No Reading!
No Writing!
No Deadlines

Under the bushes, the emaciated
young man, covered in mud, breathing
slowed back to normal, heart beat still
raced a little, ankle swollen to a purple
club, opened the purse...

Standard features include:
*listening to your snivelling without
constant reference to the steps

...$8.00

*co-signing your excuses and
rationalisations

What price freedom?

*working only the steps you want in the
order you choose.
At rent a sponsor, we understand how
unique you really are!
Learn the secret of giving it away before
you even get it. Why walk the walk
when you can simply talk the talk
REMEMBER: Less is More
Call 1800-SPONSOR
Act now and get a free copy of I.P.
“Staying clean on war stories alone”

(a subsidiary of outside enterprises)
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steroids &
recovery

first thirty six hours after each injection
then the irritability would subside. I was
injecting three times a week and two
injections each time (I was becoming
more obsessed at the same time)so as
you can see that meant I was irritable
for more than half of the week, but people were commenting how good it was
that I was getting my old terrific
physique back after my horrible battle
with 'ice.'

When I came into recovery from all the
crap I was taking I just wanted the
chaos in my life to stop. I had been
using Crystal Meth, GHB, ecstasy,
speed, special K alcohol….and
steroids. I had been so severely
banged about especially by amphetamines. I had been crippled by psychosis been revived at emergency four
times for GHB overdoses and a host of
other unpleasant stuff. I got to the point
where I was willing to let go of all the
drugs that were causing me the
pain…in my eyes that did not include
steroids.

Steroids made me look tough and
strong .I decided it was worth the mood
swings. At the same time the testosterone in the steroids started to make
me horny more of the time….my crystal addiction like most guys was closely linked to sex and I didn't see this
connection. Ultimately I relapsed when
a sex partner offered me crystal before
we had sex. I don't know if steroids
lead directly to that relapse but within
three hours I was psychotic and within
five days I had been scheduled into a
psyche hospital…it was a devastating
relapse.

I had been using steroids off and on for
ten years. After eighteen months
relapsing in the program I surrendered
and went to a one month rehab…after
getting out I stayed clean for six and a
half months. At about three months into
that recovery I decided to try steroids
again because I didn't consider them
dangerous. I thought I would just do a
minimal amount to put on a bit of size
because I felt better (stronger) that
way.

Today I'm two years and four months
clean. I have not used steroids in this
recovery. It's been much more challenging than stopping using amphetamines. I have many using thoughts
about steroids still. And so to combat
this I've done heaps of counselling and
therapy with a psychiatrist, I've shared
about it at meetings, I've talked to other
members when I've come close to
using steroids in this recovery (and I
have come very close) I don't know
that I would definitely relapse on crystal if I were to try using steroids again

Within a month I liked the size I had but
decided I wanted to be leaner so I
started using two other steroids to help
me get lean. I did notice that they made
me more moody than normal but I
knew that if I could just get through the
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but what I believe today is that recovery is about the gradual diminishing of
the ego.

other human beings which is what I
have desired all along. I don't know if ill
try them again. I hope I don't. but then
again the only way I got this far was
one day at a time and that's what I'll
continue to do…because it works.

When I use steroids I know I use them
to make myself look big and strong and
powerful on the outside, that's because
I never felt that way on the inside and
this huge muscular armour was the
mask I used to convince people that I
was strong. Recovery has taught me to
build my self-esteem slowly on the
inside and the more my self esteem
grows the more powerful I feel and the
less I feel I need to use steroids. When
I have a thought like'I wish I was as big
as that guy over there....' Rather than
feel less than and beat myself up for
not being 'powerful or big enough' I
stop resisting what 'is' and accept my
feelings about the way I am naturally
and I feel a lot better. I'm learning to
train a different way and look a different
way and I still get a bit of
attention….but most of all I have self
esteem and self respect and that feels
more rewarding to me than being inflated like my ego on some synthetic hormone. Also the lesson for me has been
its more important how I feel about me
than how others feel about me. I
believe recovery is about discovering
who the real me is.

Stuart F.

Problem writing a fourth step?
Sponsor give you a deadline?
Just can’t seem to put pen to paper?

No Problem - Just Call

Inventories - R- Us
we’re Searching!
we’re fearless!
we’re ...well 2 out of 3 aint bad
Others take your inventory out of their
own insecurity...
Now let the Professionals do it
TRUST US!
Our motives are pure - we’re in it for the
$$$
You don’t have to do it alone, so remember
TOGETHER WE CAN

Steroids have been part of my journey
but ultimately they have stopped me
seeing who I am and they have
stopped me connecting with other people. Now they are gone I feel as though
I am finally on the journey to self discovery and understanding and I am
more on my way to connecting with

Call 1800-4th Step
act now and get your 8th step free
(a subsidiary of outside enterprises)
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addicts and the Public Security Bureau
(Police). There were around 40 people
attending the meeting. Geoff. T chaired
the meeting and Nick R. shared his
experience, strength and hope. We
had a staff member of the PSI helping,
to translate for us. The presentation
was well received, as they sounded
really excited knowing about NA and
how to get a meeting started at the different centers in Kunming. We felt really excited with how well the meeting
had been received.

public info
in china
Kunming Report.
We have had a real awesome experience taking the message across and
fulfilling our primary purpose.

After Lunch break, we had a workshop
on talked about how to start a NA
meeting. There were around 25 people
present for the meeting. A few NGO's
and lots of addicts. Everybody was
excited about NA and the information
was well received. There were lots of
questions from the NGO's and addicts.

We would like to thank all of you people who have made this privilege possible for us to experience. It will be a
memory cherished forever in our lives.
As you may already know Kunming in
Southern China is the capital of
Yunnan Province and is a real hotbed
of Narcotics activity fueled by the
cheap supply and availability of hard
drugs in the area what is known as the
Golden Triangle. A number of centers
for recovery, rehabilitation, detoxification and harm reduction exist in the
area.

After a short break of 15 mins, we modeled a NA meeting using the meeting
sample format for the addicts. All of the
addicts had a couple of years free from
drugs. They were very keen to learn
about NA meetings and find out how
the meetings are conducted.

On Sunday Feb 19th 2006 Nick.R and
I (Geoff .T) started our trip by fly to
Kunming, to do a Public Information
presentation of NA to the various
NGOs in the area, on the invitation of
Population Services International (PSI)
Yunnan, China. We were greeted at
the airport by an addict working with
the Daytop Rehabilitation Center.

We had a very successful meeting. We
talked about commitment to the group
and also got the group to elect trusted
servants, talked about the 7th tradition
and getting their agreement to pay rent
to the facility. The group decided to
hold the meetings on every Sunday at
4 Pm in the PSI center. The PSI staff
members were receptive to this and
agreed to make the facility available on
an ongoing basis. The members

On Monday Feb 20th 2006, we did a PI
presentation with the different NGO's ,
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sounded very energetic and committed
in having NA meetings.

and checked their understanding about
running the meeting and the role that
they have, their comittment etc. We
reinforced some things that we had
talked about and also got them to work
out things with the facility where the
meetings will be held.
We had accomplished our goal in facilitating the setting up of a Narcotics
Anonymous meeting at the PSI center
in Kunming. The meeting is to be held
weekly on Sunday at 4pm in the PSI
meeting room.

The next day 21st Feb 2006 we held 2
NA meetings and modeled the meetings for them. There were 20 addicts at
the meeting. We talked and shared
about different types of meeting,
speaker meetings, topic meetings,
general sharing, steps & sponsorship
meeting. We passed on a lot of hugs,
till it got contagious and they loved it.
We had one meeting and then we took
them out for lunch on the street, to give
them a feel of the meeting after the
meeting.

It was time for us to leave and it felt
really emotional saying bye to all and
hugging everyone. We were very
happy that we had accomplished the
purpose we were there for. The message was carried and the journey will
continue - Just for Today.

After lunch every body was eager to
get back to the meeting and all sat at
the meeting just soaking up information. All the meetings we had were 1½
hrs meeting, as we had to have a
translator interpret for us. They had a
lot of questions about the program and
the problems that they face in staying
clean. Their problems were so much
like what addicts go through in countries where there is no support to help
them survive. I could totally relate and
identify with them. It took me years
back to when I first got into recovery
and had to go through the very same
things that these guys are going
through now. We felt really emotional
and shared our experience, strength
and hope with them. We saw hope in
their eyes . It was very, very rewarding
and fulfilling to experience it.

We made some additional commitments to the newly formed group
regarding literature and trying to help
with Chinese speaking sponsors as
knowledge of the steps is very limited
at present. We also feel it is necessary
to follow up with a second trip in 6 to 8
weeks time to reinforce and support
this newly fledged outpost of recovery.
In loving service to NA
Geoff. T & Nick. R

After the meeting, before we could
leave, we got together with the newly
elected trusted servants of the group
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THE SPONSOR
A man in a hot air balloon realises he is lost. He reduces his
altitude and spots a man below. He gets closer and then yells,
“Excuse me!, can you help? I promised to be somewhere over
half an hour ago and I have no idea where I am!”
The man replies “Yes, you are in a hot air ballloon, hovering 30
feet above the ground. You are at latitude 42 degrees north and
longitude 80 degrees west.”
“You must be a sponsor” said the balloonist. “I am” said the man
on the ground, “how did you know?”
“Well”, said the lost man, “everything you’ve told me is technically correct, but I have no idea what to make of your information and the fact is that I’m still lost.”
The sponsor replies “You must be a sponsee.” The reply “How
did you know?”
“Well”, said the sponsor, you don’t know where you are, or
where you are going, you made a promise you don’t know how
to keep and you expect me to fix the problem. The fact is that
you are in the same position you were in before we met, but
now somehow, it’s my fault.”
reprinted from ‘the daily dose’
Sierra Foothills USA
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THE OTHER SPONSOR
A sponsor somewhere in
the USA had 92
sponsees at their
last count.

A friend of theirs in
the fellowship asked them
“How on earth can
you handle that?”

“It’s easy” they said.
“I get them to call me
and then give them a
specific task,
telling them to
call me again
when they are done.”

“I get about
two calls a week.”

Jas. Gold Coast
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...WHAT

YOU SAY

...is perhaps, not always what you mean. Take an NA meeting for example. Now
I know we are sharing honestly and all that, but sometimes I think what we are
hearing is not what people are really saying.
For those of you who are new or those of you who have never really thought about
it before, here are a few examples of what I mean. We’ll start with the easy ones
and then move on to a couple of the more devious ones.
Of course some people do mean everything they say, I just don’t know any of them
yet...

what they say

what they mean

And I’ll just end on this...

Prepare to go into
resentment time

Around this time time we
do a round the room ID

Time for smokes. Lets all leave
the room and be really noisy

I’ve had a really rough time lately

I WANT TO USE DRUGS!!!

I was around when NA
first got started

You guys have got it easy

You don’t have to like
everyone in the rooms

I don’t like anyone in the rooms
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I am finding it hard to concentrate in meetings lately

You are all very boring
to listen to

I’ve been around this
fellowship for a long time

I’ve relapsed more times
than you can count

I have been obsessed
with money in recovery

I have dealt drugs in recovery

A hand cleaning up would
be greatly appreciated

You bastards never do nothin’

When I first got clean
I did a lot of service

Until I got a life. Now
I don’t do any

I got clean on the end of a
t-towel

I would rather have done
dishes than talk to you people

I’ve always hung
with the strength

I am a spinner

I stayed out of relationships
for the first few years

I am a spinner
No one would have me

I’ve had a few
inappropriate relationships

I have slept with a
lot of newcomers

No, I don’t think you need to
tell your sponsor everything

Will you sleep with me?
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substance or a set of symptoms, whatever. But we need a map to navigate
our world by, so we make up categories to understand what is happening.

philosophy
corner

In that sense, addiction is as much a
disease as any other. It has high rates
of morbidity and mortality. It has a recognizable set of collective symptoms
and outcomes, even to the point where
the World Health Organization (WHO)
defined addiction as a disease in its
Diagnostics and Statistics Manual
(DSM), which is like the world dictionary of what is a disease or not.

Is Addiction a Disease?
Is It? Some people say 'dis-ease', but I
think that undermines the very purpose
of the concept. Some people say 'disease concept', but others angrily state
that it is not a concept. Perhaps all
‘things’ are only concepts, and the disease, like all things, is defined the way
we define everything, by self interest.

So is addiction a disease or not? Well,
let's take cancer for instance. It is a
recognizable set of symptoms, with
specific outcomes including high rates
of morbidity and mortality, which as we
know by definition of self interest, is not
desirable i.e. we don't want to be sick
or die.

Example: Last century in Ireland, there
was a terrible famine. At that time, the
Irish lived mainly on potatoes and in
that year all the crops were wiped out
by a disease called blight. Blight is a
sort of brown spongy lumpy substance
that grows in the potato and feeds off it,
rendering the potato inedible. It is like
potato cancer.

Same goes for anything that is not beneficial to humans or what humans
want. I is the same argument that says,
'what is a weed?' There are no inherent
weeds, just different plants. Weeds are
the ones we don't want growing where
they are. Truth be known, if the map is
not the territory, there aren't any plants
either, but that's irrelevant here.

So because of this blight, the people of
Ireland starved. If we wanted to eat
blight, we would call blight food. And by
the same example, we would call potatoes fertilizer. But we don't want to eat
blight, we want to eat potatoes. Our
interests are in defining things in a way
that benefit us.

My real point is this. We have a disease, with specific symptoms, physical
compulsions, mental obsessions, definite behaviours that are socially ill etc.
It makes us sick and it kills us if it is not
treated. It is as real as any other dis-

Words are just maps, but they are not
the territory as the philosophers say.
So nothing is inherently anything.
There are no diseases in nature. It is
just whatever it is, a brown spongy
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ease in that sense and the program of
NA is the relevant treatment. You begin
with 90 meetings in 90 days, you get a
sponsor, a basic text and you try to
start telling the truth whatever the hell
that means, and you are well on your
way.

thought maybe I shouldn't have had
the 10 cones, 10 servo coffees out of
the filthy machine, and 20 ciggies, and
3 Offal pies whilst workin’ last night.
On the ferry I don't see the view, I don't
see the most beautiful harbour in
Australia, I just see the need for the
destination, and the pain of what I put
myslf through. I arrive at Circular Quay
and my bike has a flat tyre. “Fuck no
way”, I tell myself. No maybe's, I continue to ride, I am riding my bike up
those steep streets towards the cross
on a bike with a flat back tyre. I still
have my servo t-shirt on. I still have my
name badge on that says APU. I am
riding the bike on the tyre rim, its creaking and screeching, I feel every bump,
and I gotta go slow cause the tyre tube
will fall off and my ass is hurting. I know
I’m buckling the rim of the wheel, but a
voice says "fuck it", your on a mission,
complete your mission! And another
voice says “...wow Sydney has a wierd
ghost town vibe on Sunday morning.”

true story of
a flat tyre
Nightshift finishes at 5am, My usual
dealer was dry and my other options
were unavailable, I had to get on outside my sphere. It was just another
day, no special occasion, not the
anniversary of Bob Marleys Death, or a
Festival - just another Winters
Saturday nightshift at a dodgy little
Service Station. I am a ball of stress
unless I can get on. “Pick up the phone
bitch.” No worries mate. I’ll fucken sort
it out the way I know how. If you want
something done, do it yourself..

Squeak, eh hih eh hih squeak, I ride up
Williams St at 4km an hour on the road
with cars, buses and taxis screaming
past me, sweat beading down my
brow, face red, haven’t slept. I go down
the familiar street, park my fucked out
bike and walk in. There is nobody in
there. There was a bust earlier in the
morning and everyone has gone. No
ones on the streets, its too early. I
have a ciggy, then this wierd lookin’ old
foreign man rocks up and I score,
PHEW!!!.

So I decided to go to Kings
Cross.They’re only .8 grams and they
are stingy and I know that before I go,
but I go. Forestville was quite a long
distance away, my car had broken
down so I only had my pushbike. I
started to ride to Manly, I knew I could
get a ferry to Darling harbour, then ride
to the cross from there. At 6 in the
morning whilst riding through manly my
body was hurtin’ and I was tired, I

What a relief. Now I just gotta get to
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Glebe with my fucked out bike. At least
there’s no traffic I tell myself. So I ride
on, 4km an hour smokin’ ciggies with a
wonky tyre wobble. I got purpose this
time, riding and I’m happy because I
got on, and I know where I’m going;
home. I finally get to my house at
Glebe, it’s 830am, I am relieved, I have
a session, a shower and go to bed. I
can sleep now. All that so I can sleep
now.

and be a Buddhist nun for ten days and
follow these five precepts..
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain
Abstain

from
from
from
from
from

killing any living creature
stealing
sexual misconduct
wrong speech
intoxicants

I arrive and they separate me from
men, my mobile phone and my cigarettes. I go into shock, but all is well in
deep shocking silence. We parade ourselves to the meditation hall with our little pillow and shawls and a great battle
ensues, craving and aversion versus
equanimity.

Its pretty lame and pathetic and this
was one of my better days, because at
least I can remember it. It’s not in that
void of wasted time that was my life on
drugs. I am clean now and have been
for over a year. I went to any lengths to
get on, and Today in NA, I try to use
that same energy to stay clean. I have
a totally new life. I do not want to live
that insanity again, thinking it’s cool
and normal which it isn’t. It’s just
depressing, painful and exhausting.

12 hours a day I practice bringing my
awareness back to my breath. Bringing
it back from Brad Pitt and Angelina and
how Jen's coping with the pregnancy.
Back from unfulfilled romances, humiliations and everyone else's saucy
secrets. But, as this technique deepens as my guru says, "you have to find
your own liberation, your own salvation" and do your own ten day retreat to
learn the technique.

Simon G

step 11 of your
own understanding

I sink and sink, more and more into
knowing that whatever arises passes
away, sink deeper and deeper into my
own internal sadness where there's an
unswaying strength and wisdom, like a
sense of who I really am.

There is enlightenment in any suburb if
you really look and I found mine or a
way to it in Ballina. Home of low voltage rock and roll, ugly jeans and $20
foils. But I tried all that and much more
in wages of half confusion, drugs, sex,
exhilaration - seeking out God or salvation.

Sitting from 4.00am and sleeping at
9.30pm is exhausting and at times it's
fight or flight, from "When the bell rings,
I'll make out I'm going to the toilet, grab
my shirt and hitch to Byron. The Blues

So I decide to give meetings a break
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festival is still on and there's a couple of hours of sunlight left" to “I will be a bodhisattva, no matter how many life times it takes. I have a buddha's heart and I
WILL NOT MOVE…”
…and all of this just to not think about myself so I can better serve...
Corina L

‘Be the We’
Australian Regional Convention
2006

Gold Coast Area
Oct 13 14 & 15
Tallebudgera Recreation Centre
Gold Coast Highway - Tallebudgera
Accommodation Available On-Site

WE NEED YOUR INPUT...
Send a Banner From Your Area!!
Contact Sam D - 0407 265 451

Buy a raffle ticket and WIN!!!
Contact Andrew D 0405 976 605

For More Information Contact:
Bob – 0424 276 796
Rex – 0422 064 143
Dave – 0411 478 914

Pre Registration Deals Available
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individuals' membership status, ability
to share at meetings, lead meetings, or
become trusted servants on any level.
"Are these members clean?" they ask.
"Can one really be a 'member' and still
be using?"

world service
bulletin #29
Regarding Methadone and Other
Drug Replacement Programs

Perhaps by answering the most important question first—the issue of membership—we can establish a context by
which to approach this issue. Tradition
Three says that the only requirement
for NA membership is a desire to stop
using. There are no exceptions to this.
Desire itself establishes membership;
nothing else matters, not even abstinence. It is up to the individual, no one
else, to determine membership.
Therefore, someone who is using and
who has a desire to stop using, can be
a member of NA.

Not all of us come to our first NA meeting drug free. Some of us were uncertain about whether recovery was possible for us and initially came to meetings while still using.
Others came to their first meetings on
drug replacement programs such as
methadone and found it frightening to
consider becoming abstinent.
One of the first things we heard was
that NA is a program of complete abstinence and "The only requirement for
membership is the desire to stop
using." Some of us, upon hearing
these statements, may have felt that
we were not welcome at NA meetings
until we were clean. But NA members
reassured us that this was not the case
and we were encouraged to "keep
coming back." We were told that
through listening to the experience,
strength, and hope of other recovering
addicts that we too could find freedom
from active addiction if we did what
they did.

Members on drug replacement programs such as methadone are encouraged to attend NA meetings. But, this
raises the question: "Does NA have the
right to limit members participation in
meetings?" We believe so. While some
groups choose to allow such members
to share, it is also a common practice
for NA groups to encourage these
members (or any other addict who is
still using), to participate only by listening and by talking with members after
the meeting or during the break. This is
not meant to alienate or embarrass;
this is meant only to preserve an
atmosphere of recovery in our meetings.

Many of our members, however, have
expressed concern about individuals
on drug replacement programs.
Questions come up regarding such

Our Fifth Tradition defines our groups'
purpose: to carry the message that any
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to get together with members during the
break or after the meeting.

addict can stop using and find a new
way to live. We carry that message at
our recovery meetings, where those
who have some experience with NA
recovery can share about it, and those
who need to hear about NA recovery
can listen. When an individual under
the influence of a drug attempts to
speak on recovery in Narcotics
Anonymous, it is our experience that a
mixed, or confused message may be
given to a newcomer (or any member,
for that matter) For this reason, many
groups believe it is inappropriate for
these members to share at meetings of
Narcotics Anonymous.

2. Abiding by our fellowship's suggested
clean time requirements for service positions.
3. Seeking meeting leaders, chairpersons,
or speakers who help further our primary
purpose of carrying the message to the
addict who still suffers.

We make a distinction between drugs
used by drug replacement programs
and other prescribed drugs because
such drugs are prescribed specifically
as addiction treatment. Our program
approaches recovery from addiction
through abstinence, cautioning against
the substitution of one drug for another.
That's our program; it's what we offer
the addict who still suffers. However,
we have absolutely no opinion on
methadone maintenance or any other
program aimed at treating addiction.
Our only purpose in addressing drug
replacement and its use by our members is to define abstinence for ourselves.

It may be argued that a group's autonomy, as described in our Fourth
Tradition, allows them to decide who
may share at their meetings. However,
while this is true, we believe that group
autonomy does not justify allowing
someone who is using to lead a meeting, be a speaker, or serve as a trusted
servant. Group autonomy stands only
until it affects other groups or NA as a
whole. We believe it affects other
groups and NA as a whole when we
allow members who are not clean to be
a speaker, chair a meeting, or be a
trusted servant for NA.

Our fellowship must be mindful of what
kind of message we are carrying if a
still-using addict leads a meeting, or
becomes a trusted servant. We believe
that under these circumstances we
would not be carrying the Narcotics
Anonymous message of recovery.
Permissiveness in this area is not consistent with our traditions. We believe
our position on this issue reinforces our
recovery, protects our meetings, and
supports addicts in striving for total
abstinence.

Many groups have developed guidelines to ensure that an atmosphere of
recovery is maintained in their meetings. The following points are usually
included:
1. Suggesting that those who have used
any drug within the last twenty-four hours
refrain from sharing, but encouraging them
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is there sex
after recovery?

look very pretty tonight, going anywhere?" I blushed. "Just home to bed".
I tried to think of something witty to say
to hold his attention, but my mind had
gone blank. "See you". I grabbed
Mandy's arm as we went outside. "He
said I looked pretty!" I exclaimed jubilantly as soon as we were safely out of
earshot. "Do you think he likes me?"

Remember how it used to be in the old
days Mandy? When you fancied someone, you just got out of it and put it on
them? Now I act like a giggling schoolgirl if I like someone and nothing ever
happens. I've been lusting after Clark
for months and he treats me like his little sister."

"If you really want to know Kerry, I think
he is a real sleaze. He likes himself too
much to like anybody else. You don't
need him to tell you that you look good
- just look in the mirror. Why don't you
do yourself a favour and work on you
self esteem?" That was the trouble with
Mandy, she was so bloody sensible.

"Just as well Kez." Mandy looked
around the café where they were sitting. Earnest groups of NA members
sat in little knots around the room,
deeply immersed in serious gossip.
"How would you like your dirty washing
being aired all around the Tropicana?"
"It would be worth it if I had done anything worth talking about".

Clark and I were the last ones left at
the Tropicana apart from a few newcomers that I didn't know. We were
deep in conversation: at least he was
deep in a monologue about how he
used the steps to enhance his success
in business. I was deep in contemplation about the proximity of his leg to
mine under the table.

It was alright for Mandy to be sensible.
Her boyfriend of three years wasn't in
the fellowship and I'd taken my sponsors advice and been celibate for the
first twelve months of my recovery. It's
been 3 months since my first birthday
and I was beginning to wonder if there
was sex after recovery. "Come on Kez,
it's time we got our beauty sleep. It'll
happen in your higher power's time not
yours".

I took a deep breath and uttered to my
higher power under my breath. "Please
let this be your will - not mine" Clark
had paused for a second and I jumped
in "Clark", I began tentatively, "umm its
pretty dead here… why don't we go
somewhere else"
He smiled broadly. "Your place or
mine?"

I went to pay the bill. Clark was leaning
on the counter waiting for his change. I
smiled shyly, "Hi Clark". "Hi Kerry. You

To be cont...'
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Women’s Unity Weekend
Gunnebah Retreat Murwillumbah
25th - 27th August 2006
Contact Helen0424276794
or Melissa 0439547316
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love m’
homie

It got me to thinking. The times when I
really enjoy meetings are when they
are entertaining or funny or sad, when
people are sharing straight from the
heart. It moves me or touches me or
whatever, it makes me feel hope. The
old timers annoyed me a bit, so I
thought maybe they pushed my buttons because they were right. Then I
found out that they started the meeting
many years before. They just hadn’t
been to it much in the last few years.

I went to the Saturday night meeting a
few weeks ago. It is my home group. It
was really boring. Actually, it was a
punish, it often is. I don't really know
why it is my homie, other than history. I
feel a sense of duty to it because I
have been going
there for the whole 3
years I have been
clean.

So I decided to put
faith in what they
said and did what
they told me.

Anyway, it's really
I went to the group
boring this night and
conscience, talked
these two old timers
about our responwho I didn’t really
e
v
o
sibility to create a
know that well started
TrueurLday
more interesting
t
ribbing me. They had
Sa
and entertaining
only come to the
message and we
meeting a couple of
have made a few
times before that I
changes and It
remembered
and
seems to be going
they tell me that we
well.
aren't using a proper
format and you need
a good structure and stuff like that.
As a group we have decided to keep
They tell me that we should start and
implementing changes until we are all
finish with strong speakers and then
happy with the way the group runs. It
one of them says that it is the responmakes me feel good about being in the
sibility of the group to carry the mesgroup again.
sage, that tradition 5 indicates an issue
about putting in effort to communicate
It’s our small way of putting back in.
a good message for the newcomer.
Thank you Saturday night.
You know, like you are not supposed to
just let the meeting bumble along sort
Kel D
of thing.
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You’re All Stars
Airies

Yes, you have made a grave mistake. You may not even realise it yet, but I
know exactly how it’s going for ya. Sometimes it is all you can do to look for
a positive angle even though you feel like shite. Struggling with the small
things is in fact profound. Eating, showering, going to work - these are big.

Taurus

Tore Arse. Rhymes with sore arse. Maybe from sitting on uncomfortable
chairs at the meetings you know you need to go to. But lately you have
been wondering about. Are meetings really helping or am I just fooling
myself. Well look around buddy. Those who come regularly stay clean.

Gemini

Eeny meany miney mo, you couldn’t decide on the big issue facing you if
the answer fell on you from out of a tree, so don’t worry about God’s will,
just do what ever you desire. Have you ever done anything else anyway?
Are we actually powerful over our own desires. Thats your question.

Cancer

In the long run, you may as well just give up - go on - chuck in the towel,
don’t worry about trenches and soldiers and warriors and sticking it out no
matter what, having resolve or fortitude, just quit - fall over, pack up the kit
and go home. Or then again maybe hang in, ya never know crabby.

Leo

Big tough lion, flicky mane and roaring stinky gob, lying around the jungle
thinking you already have it all sussed. Maybe you do or maybe you just
don’t. The more right you are the more wrong you can be and the more you
know, the more you should know you don’t know - got it?

Virgo

Laugh all you want at the little things. The stillness you have found is a
mere taste of the profound emptiness you will need, to get to the next stage
of your spiritual growth. Here’s the clue. Virtue untested is no virtue at all,
but virtue is indeed the only way to the emptiness.

Libra

Hapiness is only a footstep away, but it is like tomorrow, it never seems to
come, damn it! What is it anyway, but a balance of electrical impusles and
hormones circulating in the body. More important than happiness is fulfilling
your purpose on earth, whether that makes you happy or not.

Scorpio

Sting in the tail or paranoia? Are people really saying those things about
you, or are you just full of yourself? People generally go back to thinking
about themselves within about two seconds, even after severe drama, so
don’t worry about it, they are really just focusing on their own fuckups.

Sagitarius

The arrow of insecure desire pierces rough through the heart. It leaves the
ripped and dangling flesh to scar - and all this for the psychotic delusionary
state we call love. And for what? Is is simply to ward off loneliness and sorrow and shame. If suffering from rejection, be easy on yourself. It’s not you,
it’s them. Can you believe anyone uses that line? Of course it’s them.

Capricorn

Pop corn and choc tops - easy mate. We need to practice self discipline or
we get fat and lazy and stop being present to the awakened world which is
what we are really trying to achieve. I know we are getting off drugs, but
after that - WHAT? Wake up! NA is a springboard to the waking world.

Aquarius

Dogville is not a kind place to be. It promises so much but it is just an outline of what could be a divine stage. The props are set, you have a good
start - so live it. Make your life extraordinary. You have no reason to fear
becoming the beacon of light you could be. Stand up. Fight back. Say what
you really feel, stop doubting yourself. You have quality opinions - use them.

Pisces

When all is said and done, the mistake was probably yours, in fact no, it
was definitely yours. And we all knew it. You fucked up, just face it. It was a
big loss and yeah it was a while ago now, but you should set about to make
some pretty colossal amends. People are upset, but it’s fixable.Thank God.
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FELLOWSHIP SERVICE OFFICE
PRODUCT CATALOGUE PAGE
You know this little sucker, the Basic Text.
Highest selling piece of literature ever. Well, now
meet mini me Basic Text, our answer for the
empty pocket. Same book, everything except t h e
stories, “sub-size me please” For exactly the
same price: $18.70
inc GST within Australia
New medallions with
regular numerals
instead of roman
numerals. Check
na.org.au for details

New metal pin badges,
black and gold. Price:
$10.00 inc GST within
Australia

For all accurate and up
to date inforamtion on
NA products, go to
www.na.org.au
and
click the link to FSO

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
National Helpline Number

1300 652 820
This number gives you access to all meetings information in the
Australian Region as well as contact information, website addresses
and email addresses. Most Areas have their own contacts and phone
lines however this centralised number is a link to all of them.

Also, all meetings information and other info
relevant to NA in Australia is available @

www.na.org.au

